Abstract: A software based system and method for facilitating connection-oriented data communication over a plurality of communication channels between endpoint software modules. Communication connection modules facilitate communication in at least one protocol between endpoint software modules via the plurality of communication channels, whereby the addressing data requirements on the software modules are reduced.
ENDPOINT TRANSPARENT INDEPENDENT MESSAGING SCHEME
SYSTEM AND METHOD

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In Point to Point communication system ("PTP") messages or data from a source node to a destination node are transmitted over a dedicated channel or line between the source and destination nodes (i.e. software processes or processor nodes). PTP systems allow communication between only two nodes or entities.

Point to multipoint (singlecast, multicast, or broadcast) connected entities, within a communication system can only receive and send messages from the source to a destination node through a hub or host. The messages or data in these systems contain information indicating the address or identity of the target node. In PMP system using a broadcast method all the connected entities or nodes receive the message only those target destinations intended to receive the information process the information, in such system an additional link is required to send messages to the hub. In PMP communication systems a message sent to a target node from a source node travels to the hub and then from the hub to the target node. Therefore, as communication between the nodes increases the hub or host can become an unnecessary choke point limiting the rate of data exchange. Furthermore when multiple target nodes are intended, the hub may be required to copy the message, one fore each additional target node, thus placing further strain on the resources of the communication system.

A multipoint to multipoint (MTM) system allows each connected, or subscribing entity to communicate messages with any of the other connected or subscribing entities. Consequently, each entity in the multipoint-to-multipoint system must maintain an address table containing the address of each entity in the system in order to facilitate...
communications in the MTM system. This requirement presents
problems for large MTM systems. For example, maintaining
large address tables for each system entity requires a large
amount of memory space and therefore increases the cost of the
system. Additionally, the probability of having an address
error in the system increases as a function of the number of
addresses that need to be stored in memory. Furthermore, the
addition and/or deletion of an entity from the system requires
updating each address table on the system which significantly
increases the maintenance overhead of the system.

Sending messages to desired entities in prior art methods
PTP, PMP and MTM requires the sending entity to know the
address of the intended recipient entity. Processes that share
information back and forth with other processes need the
address or specific connection to communicate or directed the
message.

Prior art processors are typically hard coded, that is
their connections to other processors and respective databases
are predetermined and specifically referenced in the code.
Changes in system configurations and access to additional
databases requires re-coding each processor not to reflect the
changes and additions.

Therefore, there is a need for a communication system and
method in an MTM system that overcomes the above-mentioned
problems.

These and many other objects and advantages of the
present invention will be readily apparent to one skilled in
the art to which the invention pertains from a perusal of the
claims, the appended drawings, and the following detailed
description of the preferred embodiments.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is an embodiment of a software based system for facilitating connection-oriented data communication according to the disclosure.

Figure 2 is an embodiment of a common channel architecture according to the disclosure.

Figure 3 is an embodiment of common channel architecture with a common channel and a private channel according to the disclosure.

Figure 4 is another embodiment of a software based system for facilitating connection-oriented data communication according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A common channel server is a software messaging entity that facilitates communication between multiple processor nodes. The common channel server is a connectionless implementation of a UNIX standard Remote Procedure Call (RPC). RPC is a connection-oriented implementation of classic point-to-multi-point models. Specifically, with a common channel server the endpoints or processor nodes do not require the target's address to send a message, thereby providing an improvement that reduces software coupling, improve portability and encourages reuse.

The Common Channel Server mechanism, which is hidden from the endpoints, can utilize either a connectionless or connection-oriented approach, depending in large part upon the communication medium. The common channel server abstracts the communication medium into a generic form in much the same manner as a hardware abstraction layer.

An embodiment of a software-based system for facilitating connection-oriented data communications according to the invention is shown in Figure 1. The system 100 includes a software module 110 that functions as a provider. The
provider 110 provides data over a plurality of predetermined communications channels 120. The communication channels 120 can be implemented through a variety of protocols TCP, IP, ATM etc. A plurality of common channels servers (CCS) 130 are hung of at least one of the plural channels 120. The CCS 130 exchange data over the plural channels 120. In the embodiment of figure 4, all of the CCS's 130 are attached or subscribed to channel 121. Thus any data or command on channel 121 is accessible by the CCS's or the Provider 110.

In this manner the CCS can communicate with each of the other CCS's without the need to address the target entity. The CCS can also communicate with a second set of software modules the function as subscribers 140. The communication between the subscribers 140 and the CCS is facilitated by a second layer of communication channels 150 as shown in figure 1. In the embodiment shown in Figure 1, the CCS's 130 control there attachment to the channels and thus are not effected by others hanging from the same channel, therefore replacement and reconfiguration of the system is easily facilitated. The attachment of the subscriber modules 140 to the second set of communication channels 150 is similarly implemented.

Another embodiment of a communication system utilizing a Common channel server mechanism is shown in figure 2. The communication system 200 has a plurality of processor nodes 201, 202 and 203 but is not limited to those shown in figure 2. The common channel server resides on each of the node and may be implemented by a common channel agent 210. One node per common channel is designated as a master node 203 much like in classical point-to- multi-point models.

Each of the Common channel nodes has public and private channels. The public channel (the common channel) allows communication between the Common channel nodes. The private channel allows communication on same board of a particular
Common Channel server. The nodes are operably connected by a communication thread 220, which carries the messages via the channel. A channel represents a data service that processes or agents can subscribe and/or contribute to.

In the implementation of the CCS system there is no code coupling between the processes, such coupling is supplanted by the access provided by the Common Channel Server. Furthermore, the processes or agents are unaware and unaffected by the number of nodes or other processes that hang off a channel. The process addresses the common channel and all remote processor on that common channel are able to receive the data message.

The common channel agents relay the data messages from the common channel to the respective processor node and vice versa. The common channel agent also formats the message for use by the respective processor node.

Each common channel maintains a list of known subscriber nodes, as well as a list of attached subscriber nodes. The common channel uses an auto-discovery process that initiates when a subscriber node attaches or is removed for the common channel.

Figure 3 is an implementation of the Common Channel Server mechanism with two Common Channels. The master node 303 is a switch card for a communication system. Processor node 301 is line Card A and processor node 302 is line card B. Both processor nodes are operably connected to the master processor node 303 via a "reconfigure channel" and a "distribution channel". The reconfigure channel is a Common channel, which communicates through communication thread 320. The distribution channel is a private channel that can be directed to specific node agents. The private channel communicates over communication thread 321. Processor nodes 301 and 302 both have a node agent 210.
For illustration a "notify_update" message is sent from the node agent 310 of line Card A regarding a slot ID update. The node agent 310 passes the message through the reconfigure channel. The switch card sends records, needed to reconfigure switch Card A over the distribution channel (singlecasted to specific CCS on the line Card A). The switch cards then sends a reconfigure command regarding the slot ID update over the reconfigure channel. Every processor on the reconfigure channel sees the reconfiguration message and reconfigures itself as necessary.

The common channels also facilitate auto-discovery as alluded to above. Several techniques utilizing the common channel can be used. The master processor can send a generic update message periodically requesting status, in which the processors return a status. The master would thus recognize new processor nodes. Alternatively, over the common channel, the newly attached processor would send out a notify update. The master processor would follow both methods by a response command over a common reconfigure channel reconfiguring the system including the newly attached processor.

Figure 4 is an embodiment of software-based system for facilitating connection-oriented data communication between a plurality of software modules 440s and 440p across a communication medium, typically the existing communication means in a hierarchical computer environment having more than one layer using at least one communication protocol, such as TCP, IP, ATM, etc. The system 400 has first or private communication channel designated as 450p and second or public communication channel designated as 450s within the communication medium; and a plurality of software interface modules, such as common channel servers 430 (CCS) each capable of sending data to and receiving data from a unique set of select ones of said software modules 440 via said first
communication channel 45Op and operatively connected to said second communication channel 450s. Each of said interface modules 430 communicate with other interface modules over said second communication channel 450s by sending and receiving data without requiring the address of the sending or the receiving. The communication may be facilitated with an interface or software module that is connection oriented and without requiring link establishment and link tear down procedures to thereby provide connection-oriented data communication.

The embodiment shown in figure 4, has three different provisioned levels, provisioned level 0 401, level 1 402 and level 2 403. The provisioned levels form a hierarchical computer environment.
CLAIMS

1. A software-based system for facilitating connection-oriented data communication over a plurality of predetermined communication channels, comprising:
   - a first software module capable of providing data to at least one of said plural communication channels;
   - a plurality of second software modules each capable of providing data to and receiving data from at least one of said plural channels, wherein one of said second modules is capable of transmitting said data to a third software module;
   - said third software module capable of receiving said data from said second module over a second plurality of predetermined communication channels.

2. In a hierarchical computer environment comprising a plurality of software modules ones of which are capable of sending data across a communication medium to others of said modules using at least one communication protocol, the improvement comprising a software-based abstraction layer including a communication connection server for facilitating connection-oriented data communication across the communication medium between said software modules without requiring the sending module to obtain the address of the receiving module and without requiring link establishment procedures.

3. In a method of communication between processor nodes, in a communication system comprising a plurality of processor nodes, the improvement of using a common channel agent residing on each processor node, whereas the common channel agent communicates with each of the plural processor nodes through their respective common channel agents via a predetermined common channel, such that a transmitting
processor node does not require a target's address to send a message.

4. The method of claim 3, where the processor is a data service to which other processor nodes can subscribe.

5. The method of Claim 3, where each common channel agent maintains a list of subscriber nodes.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein the common channel agents relay messages from their respective processor node to the common channel.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the common channel agents format the message for the common channel.

8. The method of claim 3, wherein the communication system comprises multiple channels, wherein a first subset of processor is said plurality of processors is connected to a first channel and a second subset of processors in said plurality of processors connected to a second channel.
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